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Robust Model-Based Fault Diagnosis for PEM Fuel

Cell Air-Feed System
Jianxing Liu, Wensheng Luo, Xiaozhan Yang and Ligang Wu, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, the design of a nonlinear observer-
based fault diagnosis approach for polymer electrolyte membrane
(PEM) fuel cell air feed systems is presented, taking into
account a fault scenario of sudden air leak in the air supply
manifold. Based on a simplified nonlinear model proposed in the
literature, a modified super-twisting (ST) sliding mode algorithm
is employed to the observer design. The proposed ST observer
can estimate not only the system states, but also the fault signal.
Then, the residual signal is computed on-line from comparisons
between the oxygen excess ratio obtained from the system model
and the observer system, respectively. Equivalent output error
injection using the residual signal is able to reconstruct the fault
signal, which is critical in both fuel cell control design and fault
detection. Finally, the proposed observer-based fault diagnosis
approach is implemented on the Matlab/Simulink environment
in order to verify its effectiveness and robustness in the presence
of load variation.

Index Terms—PEM fuel cells; fault diagnosis; super-twisting
algorithm.

NOMENCLATURE

ηcm Motor mechanical efficiency

ηcp Compressor efficiency

γ Ratio of specific heats of air

ωatm Relative humidity of the ambient air

ωca,in Relative humidity of the inlet air

AT Operating area of the nozzle

Afc Active area

CD Discharge of the nozzle

Cp Constant pressure specific heat of air

F Faraday constant

Jcp Compressor inertia

kt Motor constant

kca,in Cathode inlet orifice constant

Mv Vapor molar mass

MN2
Nitrogen molar mass

MO2
Oxygen molar mass

n Number of cells in fuel cell stack

patm Atmospheric pressure

R Universal gas constant

Tatm Ambient temperature
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Tst Temperature of the fuel cell

Vca Cathode volume

Vsm Supply manifold volume

I. INTRODUCTION

MODERN complex industrial systems can not be oper-

ated safely without reliable fault diagnosis and isolation

(FDI) schemes in place [1]–[4]. Such systems including PEM

fuel cells are vulnerable to system failure or mechanical faults

that can lead to catastrophic consequences. Among different

kinds of fuel cells, PEM fuel cells are suitable for both

stationary and automobile applications due to the ongoing

development of PEM technology [5].

One of the main problems in the PEM fuel cell operation is

the so-called oxygen starvation phenomenon during fast load

variation. Accurate regulation of the oxygen excess ratio is

required in order to avoid oxygen starvation [6]. This is a

challenging task which comes from two aspects, on one hand,

it is difficult to measure the oxygen excess ratio value, on the

other hand, the fuel cell systems suffer from various faults,

such as sudden air leak in the air supply manifold. Hence,

from the point view of fault tolerant control (FTC), only FDI

is not enough, the fault signal should be reconstructed and

then its effect on the system performance can be compensated

during active FTC design.

During the last decades, different kinds of model based

techniques have been widely studied in the areas of FDI,

health monitoring and complex industrial systems [4], [7]–

[13]. Sliding mode based approach is one of the most attractive

techniques due to its robustness against external disturbances,

high accuracy and fast convergence [14], [15]. Several sliding

mode observer (SMO) based FDI approaches have been pro-

posed for linear systems [16], [17], but only few works have

been reported for nonlinear systems, especially for nonlinear

uncertain systems [15], [18]. However, 1-st order sliding mode

algorithms are employed in the above works that require low

pass filters to generate the ouput injection signals and induce

undesirable chattering effects. Furthermore, the employment

of low pass filters will introduce some delays which results

in inaccurate estimates or even instability of the sytem. In

recent years, higher order sliding mode technique has been

widely studied due to the reasons that it does not require any

low pass filters while keeping all the good properties of the

standard sliding mode [19]–[21]. This technique can also be

used to alleviate the chattering effect because of its continuous

output signal.

From the application point of view, PEM fuel cell systems

have also been the subject of many FDI studies. In [22], a
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hydrogen leak detection method based on a control oriented

model was developed and the relative humidity sensors were

not required. Escobet et al. [3] proposed a fault diagnosis

methodology based on the PEM fuel cell model including

several kinds of faults. The residual signals are computed from

the comparisons of measured inputs and outputs. Based on the

work [3], a linear parameter varying (LPV) model of the PEM

fuel cell system is derived by considering model parameter

variation around its operating point, then a linear LPV observer

based fault detection approach is implemented to detect several

pre-defined fault scenarios [23]. Zhang et al. [24] proposed a

state space model based fault detection method for a hybrid

system which consists of three DC power sources, fuel cells,

photovoltaic and batteries. More recently, Dotelli et al. [5]

proposed a diagnostic approach for detecting PEM fuel cell

drying and flooding by analyzing the current ripple generated

from the switching power converters. It should be noted that

the model used in the above works are obtained from Jacobian

linearization approach around pre-defined operating points

of the system. However, these operating points are varying

according to the operating conditions such as temperature,

humidity and air flow rate of the fuel cell power systems [25],

[26].

In this paper, a robust fault diagnosis approach based on a

modified ST sliding mode algorithm is studied for a class of

nonlinear uncertain systems. The modified ST sliding mode

algorithm which consists of two nonlinear terms and two

linear terms [27], is employed to estimate the system states

and reconstruct the fault signal, simultaneously. Then, the

fault signal is reconstructed from the equivalent output error

injection term calculated on-line from the outputs of the

system model and the observer. The time scaling method

proposed in [28] is used to determine the error injection

term’s parameters so that the observer design is considerably

simplified. Finally, the proposed fault diagnosis approach is

applied to the fuel cell air-feed system. A simplified nonlinear

model which sufficiently describes the dynamics of the fuel

cell air-feed system, namely, oxygen pressure, total cathode

pressure, compressor speed and supply manifold pressure, is

used for the observer design [29]. This considered model has

been experimentally validated on a 33-kW PEM fuel cell in a

wide operating range with less than 5% relative error [30]. A

fault scenario, i.e., sudden air leak in the air supply manifold is

considered. Its effect is simulated with an increment of supply

manifold outlet flow constant, which presents a mechanical

failure in the air circuit resulting in an abnormal air flow [3].

The rest of this paper is divided as follows: the model of

the PEM fuel cell air-feed system and problem formulation

are described in Section II. Section III presents the proposed

ST SMO-based FDI approach. In Section IV, the proposed

ST SMO-based fault diagnosis method is applied to the PEM

fuel cell air feed system, and simulation results are provided to

demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed

method. Finally, some major conclusions are presented in

Section V.

II. DYNAMIC MODELLING OF PEM FUEL CELL

A typical PEM fuel cell system is shown in Fig. 1 which

consists of four main subsystems, i.e., the air feed subsystem,

the hydrogen supply subsystem, the humidify subsystem and

the cooling subsystem. In order to achieve high efficient oper-

ation, a set of auxiliary elements (valves, compressor, sensors,

etc.) are needed to make the fuel cell work at the optimal

operating point. In this study, we will focus on the controller

design of the air compressor for the air feed subsystem. The

air compressor used to supply the oxygen to the cathode side

is the core component and can consumes the power generated

by the fuel cell up to 30% [31]. Therefore, efficient control

of the air compressor is critical for the whole system and

effects the system’s efficiency directly. A typical PEM fuel

cell polarization curve is shown in Fig. 2.

As is widely known, the dynamics of the PEM fuel cell sys-

tem are with highly nonlinearities. Therefore, suitable control-

orient model taking into account the dynamic behaviors of

the cathode partial pressure dynamics, the air supply manifold

dynamics and the compressor dynamics is needed for the

controller design. Some assumptions are made to simplify the

nonlinear model of the fuel cell system while keeping the

dynamic behaviors of the air-feed subsystem [32]. Mainly, it

is assumed that the temperature of the cathode inlet flow is

regulated to a constant value through a heat exchanger. This is

reasonable because the response time of the stack temperature

is slow [33]. The relative humidities of both anode and cathode

sides of the fuel cells are regulated to the desired relative

humidity through an instantaneous humidifier. The hydrogen

pressure in the anode side is regulated to follow the cathode

pressure by the anode valve. Only vapor phase is considered

inside the cathode and extra water in liquid phase is removed

from the channels. The compressor motor current dynamics are

neglected because the electrical time constant is very small as

compared to the mechanical dynamics [34].

A. Cathode flow model

The thermodynamic properties and mass conservation are

used to model the behavior of the air inside the cathode. The

dynamics of the oxygen, nitrogen and vapor partial pressures

are described by the following equations:

dpO2

dt
=

RTfc

MO2
Vca

(WO2,in −WO2,out −WO2,react) ,

dpN2

dt
=

RTfc

MN2
Vca

(WN2,in −WN2,out) ,

(1)

where Tfc is the FC stack temperature, Vca is the lumped

volume of cathode and MO2
, MN2

are the molar mass of

oxygen and nitrogen, respectively.

The inlet mass flow rates of oxygen and the nitrogen

WO2,in,WN2,in can be calculated from the inlet cathode flow

Wca,in,

WO2,in = xO2
Wca,in,

WN2,in = (1− xO2
)Wca,in,

(2)
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Fig. 1. Fuel cell system scheme

where xO2
is the oxygen mass fraction of the inlet air, and

the mass flow rate entering the cathode Wca,in,

Wca,in =
1

1 + ωatm

kca,in(psm − pca), (3)

where ωatm =
Mv

Ma,ca,in

φcapsat(Tatm)

patm − φcapsat(Tatm)
is the humidity

ratio, kca,in is the cathode inlet orifice constant, psm and

psat(Tatm) are supply manifold pressure and saturation pressure

at the atmospheric temperature, respectively. The cathode

pressure pca is assumed to be spatially invariant, which is

the sum of oxygen, nitrogen and vapor partial pressures, i.e.,

pca = pO2
+ pN2

+ psat (Tfc).
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Fig. 2. Typical fuel cell voltage.

The outlet mass flow rates of oxygen and nitrogen

WO2,out,WN2,out are given as:

WO2,out =
MO2

pO2

MO2
pO2

+MN2
pN2

+Mvpsat

Wca,out,

WN2,out =
MN2

pN2

MO2
pO2

+MN2
pN2

+Mvpsat

Wca,out,

(4)

in which the flow rate at the cathode exit Wca,out is calculated

by the nozzle flow equation proposed in [35],

Wca,out = kca,out

√
pca − patm. (5)

The mass flow rate of oxygen consumption WO2,react is

expressed as follows:

WO2,react =
nIst

4F
MO2

. (6)

B. Air Compressor Model

The air compressor is driven by a torque controlled per-

manent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM), which provides

oxygen to the fuel cell cathode side. The dynamic of the

compressor angular velocity ωcp is described by the following

equation,
dωcp

dt
=

1

Jcp

(τcm − τcp) , (7)

where τcm and τcp are compressor motor torque and load

torque, respectively. These two variables are calculated as

follows:

τcm = ηcm

kt

Rcm
(vcm − kvωcp),

τcp =
Cp

ωcp

Tatm

ηcp

[

(

psm

patm

)
γ−1

γ

− 1

]

Wcp,

(8)

where vcm is the compressor motor input voltage, kt, Rcm, kv
are motor constants and Wcp is the compressor flow rate.

C. Supply Manifold Model

The supply manifold model is described by the following

equation

dpsm

dt
=

RaTcp,out

Vsm

(Wcp −Wsm,out) , (9)
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where Tcp,out is the compressor’s air temperature and is calcu-

lated as follows:

Tcp,out = Tatm +
Tatm

ηcp

[

(

psm

patm

)
γ−1

γ

− 1

]

, (10)

where ηcp is the compressor efficiency (its maximum value is

80%).

Due to the small pressure difference between the supply

manifold psm and the cathode pca, a linear nozzle equation is

given as follows:

Wsm,out = ksm,out (psm − pca) . (11)

D. State Space Representation

In view of Eqs. (1-11) and define the state variables

x = [x1, x2, x3, x4]
T = [pO2

, pN2
, ωcp, psm]

T . Then,

the nonlinear dynamics of the fuel cell air-feed system are

expressed by the following equations:

ẋ = F (x) +G · u+Ψ · ξ, (12)

where

F (x) =

















b1(x4 −X)− x1f1(x1, x2)
b1(x4 −X)− x2f1(x1, x2)

−c9x3 −
b10

x3

[

(

x4

b11

)b12

− 1

]

f2(x3, x4)

f3(x4)×
[

f2(x3, x4)− b16 (x4 −X)
]

















,

G =









0
0
b13
0









, Ψ =









−b7
0
0
0









,

in which X = x1 + x2 + b2, f1(x1, x2) :=
b3

b4x1 + b5x2 + b6
Wca,out, f2(x3, x4) := Wcp and f3(x4) :=

b14

(

1 + b15

[

(

x4

b11

)b12

− 1

])

. The stack current ξ := Ist is

considered as the external disturbance and the control input

u := vcm is the motor’s input voltage. The outputs and

performance variables of the system are given by:

y =
[

y1 y2 y3
]T

=
[

psm Wcp Vst

]T
,

z =
[

z1 z2
]T

=
[

Pnet λO2

]T
,

(13)

where Pnet and λO2
are fuel cell net power and oxygen excess

ratio, respectively.

The fuel cell net power Pnet is the difference between the

power produced by the stack Pst and the power consumed by

the compressor. Thus, the net power can be expressed as:

Pnet = Pst − Pcp, (14)

where Pst = IstVst and Pcp = τcmωcp are the stack power and

compressor power, respectively. The oxygen excess ratio λO2

is defined by the following equation:

λO2
=

WO2,in

WO2,react

=
b16 (psm − pca)

b17Ist

. (15)

The parameters bi, i ∈ {1, · · · , 17} are defined in Appendix

A1. More details on this model are available in [6], [29].

Remark 1: As is well known that a set of auxiliary are

needed to make the fuel cell work at its optimal operating

conditions. Particularly, due to it is essential to regulate the

oxygen excess ratio close to 2 in the presence of fast load

variation and fault scenario [36], [37]. The level of λO2
is

critical because fast load demand will result sudden decrease

of the oxygen flow rate. On one hand, once the value of

oxygen excess ratio decreases to a critical value (normally less

than 1), oxygen starvation phenomenon which leads to the FC

degradation occurs. On the other hand, higher value improves

the fuel cell stack power but also result in higher power

consumption of the air compressor. Therefore, the problems of

oxygen excess ratio estimation and fault reconstruction arise

due to the reasons of safety and high efficiency.

In the following section, we will design an ST SMO based

FDI approach for the fuel cell air-feed system using the infor-

mation of the system outputs. Then, based on the proposed ST

SMO, the fault signal is reconstructed via equivalent output

error injection method.

III. ST SMO-BASED FDI DESIGN

A. ST SMO Design

Consider a nonlinear system given as follows:

ż = Az + g(z, u) +D(y, u)f(t),

y = Cz,
(16)

where z = [z1, z2]
T ∈ R

n, z1 ∈ R
p, z2 ∈ R

n−p, is the

system state vector, u(t) ∈ U ⊂ R
m is the system input

which is assumed to be known, y ∈ Y ⊂ R
p is the output

vector. A =

[

A
p×p
1 A

(p−1)×(p−1)
2

A
p×p
3 A

(p−1)×(p−1)
4

]

∈ R
n×n in which A4

is Hurwitz stable and C ∈ R
p×n are constant matrices with

C of full rank (q ≤ p < n). The known nonlinear function

g(z, u) ∈ R
n is Lipschitz with respect to z uniformly for

u ∈ U , D(y, u) ∈ R
n×q is assumed to be a smooth and

bounded function depending on the system inputs and outputs.

The smooth fault signal vector f(t) ∈ R
q satisfies

‖f(t)‖ ≤ ρ1,
∥

∥

∥
ḟ(t)

∥

∥

∥
≤ ρ2, (17)

where the positive constants ρ1 and ρ2 are known.

By reordering the state variables, (16) can be rewritten as

ż1 = A1z1 +A2z2 + g1(z, u) +D1(y, u)f(t),
ż2 = A3z1 +A4z2 + g2(z, u),
y = z1,

(18)

where g(z, u) =

[

g1(z, u)
g2(z, u)

]

, D(y, u) =

[

D1(y, u)
0

]

and

D(y, u)1 is a bounded nonsingular matrix in (y, u) ∈ Y × U
Assumption 1: The known nonlinear terms g1(z, u) and

g1(z, u) are Lipschitz continuous with respect to z2, i.e.,

‖gi(z1, z2, u)− gi(z1, ẑ2, u)‖ ≤ γi‖z2 − ẑ2‖, (19)

where γi, i ∈ {1, 2} are known positive constants [38].
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Consider the system (18), a ST SMO is designed as follows:

˙̂z1 = A1y +A2ẑ2 + g1(ẑ, u) + υ(y − ŷ),
˙̂z2 = A3y +A4ẑ2 + g2(ẑ, u),
ŷ = ẑ1,

(20)

where υ(·) is the output error injection term generated by the

modified ST algorithm [19]:

υ(s) = k1|s|
1

2 sign(s) + k2

∫ t

0

sign(s)dτ

+k3s+ k4

∫ t

0

sdτ,

(21)

where ki, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} are positive constants to be deter-

mined.

Denote ey = y − ŷ and e2 = z2 − ẑ2, subtract (20) from

(18), the error dynamical system is given by:

ėy = −υ(ey) +A2e2 +∆g1 +D1(y, u)f(t), (22)

ė2 = A4e2 +∆g2, (23)

where ∆g1 = g1(z, u) − g1(ẑ, u) and ∆g2 = g2(z, u) −
g2(ẑ, u).

Proposition 1: Suppose that Assumption 1 holds, the error

dynamical system (23) is exponential stable if there exists

a positive definite matrix Ψ, which satisfies the following

inequality

AT
4 Ψ+ΨA4 +

1

ε
ΨΨT + εγ2

2In−p + σIn−p < 0, (24)

where ε and σ are two small positive constants.

Proof: Consider a Lyapunov candidate function W =
eT2 Ψe2, its first time derivative is calculated as follows:

Ẇ = eT2 (A
T
4 Ψ+ΨA4)e2 + 2eT2 Ψ∆g2

≤ eT2 (A
T
4 Ψ+ΨA4)e2 +

1

ε
eT2 ΨΨT e2 + εγ2

2‖e2‖2

≤ eT2

(

AT
4 Ψ+ΨA4 +

1

ε
ΨΨT + εγ2

2In−p

)

e2

< −σeT2 e2 ≤ − σ

λmin(Ψ)
W.

(25)

Hence, the conclusion can be directly obtained from (25), i.e.,

lim
t→∞

e2(t) = 0.

In view of (23), we can conclude from the results of

Proposition 1 that ė2 is bounded. Under the conditions (17)

and (19), the time derivative of the nonlinear term in (22)

A2e2 +∆g1 +D1(y, u)f(t) is bounded:

∥

∥

∥

∥

φ(t) =
d

dt
(A2e2 +∆g1 +D1(y, u)f(t))

∥

∥

∥

∥

≤ δ, (26)

where δ is a positive constant.

Theorem 1: Suppose that (26) holds, the trajectories of the

error dynamical system (22) converges to zero in finite time if

the designing gains ki in the modified ST algorithm (21) are

formulated as

k1 = k10
√
L, k2 = k20L,

k3 = k30L, k4 = k40L
2,

(27)

where ki0, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and L are positive constants which

satisfy

4k20k40 > 8k230k20 + 9k210k
2
30, (28)

L >
δ‖q1‖2

√

λmin(P )

√

λmax(P )

λmin(M1)
. (29)

Proof: The system (22) can be rewritten as

ėy = −k1 |ey|
1

2 sign(ey)− k3ey + ε,

ε̇ = −k2sign(ey)− k4ey + φ(t).
(30)

In order to perform Lyapunov analysis, the following state

vector is introduced

ξ =
[

L
1

2 |ey|
1

2 sign(ey), Ley, ε
]T

. (31)

The system (30) is rewritten as

ξ̇ =
L

|ξ1|
F1ξ + LF2ξ + F3, (32)

where F1 =







−λ0

2
0

1

2
0 −λ0 0

−α0 0 0






, F2 =







−kλ0

2
0 0

0 −kλ0
1

0 −kα0
0







and F3 =
[

0 0 φ(t)
]T

. The following candidate Lyapunov

function is chosen for the system (32)

V = ξTPξ, (33)

where the matrix P =
1

2





4k20 + k210 k10k30 −k10
k10k30 k230 + 2k40 −k30
−k10 −k30 2





is symmetric positive definite due to the fact that its lead-

ing principle minors are all positive given that 4k20k40 >

8k210k20 + 9k210k
2
30.

Taking the time derivative of (33) along the trajectories of

(32),

V̇ = − L

|ξ1|
ξTM1ξ − LξTM2ξ + q1φ(t)ξ, (34)

where q1 =
[

−λ0 −kλ0
2
]

, M1 = FT
1 P +PF1 and M2 =

FT
2 P +PF2 are positive definite matrices under the condition

(28).

It follows from the inequality λmin(P )‖ξ‖2 ≤ V ≤
λmax(P )‖ξ‖2 that

V̇ ≤ −L
λmin(M1)
√

λmax(P )
V

1

2 − L
λmin(M2)

λmax(P )
V +

δ‖q1‖2
√

λmin(P )
V

1

2 ,

= −
(

L
λmin(M1)
√

λmax(P )
− δ‖q1‖2
√

λmin(P )

)

V
1

2 − L
λmin(M2)

λmax(P )
V

≤ −ηV
1

2 , (35)

where η = L
λmin(M1)
√

λmax(P )
− δ‖q1‖2
√

λmin(P )
is a positive constant

according to the condition (29). Therefore, it follows that the

comparison principle that ξ converge to zero in finite time

[39]. Thus, Theorem 1 is proven.
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B. Fault Reconstruction

In this part, a ST SMO based fault reconstruction approach

will be designed for the system (16) via equivalent output

error injection technique [16]. Theorem 1 shows that ey and

ėy converge to zero in finite time, thus, the following equation

is obtained during the sliding motion ey = ėy = 0

υ(ey) = A2e2 +∆g1 +D1(y, u)f(t). (36)

According to the results of Proposition 1, we have

lim
t→∞

‖A2e2 +∆g1‖ ≤ (‖A2‖+ γ1) ‖e2(t)‖ = 0. (37)

Therefore, provided that the matrix D1(y, u) is invertible, the

fault signal f(t) can be approximated by

f̂(t) = D−1
1 (y, u)υ(ey2

). (38)

Remark 2: It should be pointed out that the calculations

required for the modified ST algorithm (21) are slightly more

intensive than those of the proportional integral (PI) algorithm.

However, from the practical point of view, the correction term

υ(s) entails low real-time computational burden due to high

computational capabilities of digital computers.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed ST SMO-based FDI approach has been im-

plemented on the Matlab/Simulink environment. The physical

system parameters used in simulation test are given in Table

I.

TABLE I
PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF THE SYSTEM

Symbol Parameter Value

n Number of cells in stack 90
γ Ratio of specific heats of air 1.4
φca Relative humidity in cathode inlet 1.0
φatm Relative humidity in ambient air 0.5
R Universal gas constant 8.314 J/(mol·K)
F Faraday constant 96485 C/mol

patm Atmospheric pressure 1.01325 ×10
5 Pa

Tfc Temperature of the fuel cell 353.15 K
Tatm Atmospheric temperature 298.15 K
Cp Specific heat capacity of air 1004 J/(Kg·K)
CD Discharge of the nozzle 0.0124
yO2,atm Oxygen molar ratio at cathode inlet 0.21

Ma Air molar mass 28.9644×10
−3 Kg/mol

MO2
Oxygen molar mass 32×10

−3 Kg/mol

MN2
Nitrogen molar mass 28×10

−3 Kg/mol

Mv Vapor molar mass 18×10
−3 Kg/mol

Vca Cathode volume 0.01 m
3

Vsm Supply manifold volume 0.02 m
3

AT Opening area of the nozzle 0.002 m
2

Jcp Compressor and motor inertia 5× 10
−5 Kg·m2

ηcp Compressor efficiency 80%
ηcm Motor mechanical efficiency 98%
kt Motor constant 0.0153 N·m/A
kv Motor constant 0.0153 V/(rad/sec)
Rcm Motor constant 0.82 Ω

ksm,out Supply manifold outlet constant 0.3629×10
−5 Kg/(Pa·s)

kca,in Cathode inlet constant 0.3629×10
−5 Kg/(Pa·s)

kca,out Cathode outlet constant 0.2177×10
−5 Kg/(Pa s)

Assumption 2: Suppose that the following equation

c4x1 + c5x2 + c2 = κX, (39)

holds in the operation domain for some positive constant κ.

Fig. 3 shows the exact value of κ and its constant approxima-

tion value [30], [40].

Under the Assumption 2, the model of the feul cell air feed

system (12) can be rewritten as follows:








Ẋ

ẋ2

ẋ3

ẋ4









=









b1(x4 −X)− (X − b2)f1(X)− b1ξ

b1(x4 −X)− x2f1(X)
−c9x3 − f4(x3, x4) + b13u

f3(x4)× [f2(x3, x4)− b16 (x4 −X)]









,

(40)

where f4(x3, x4) =
b10

x3

[

(

x4

b11

)b12

− 1

]

f2(x3, x4).

A. Model validation

The fuel cell stack model is obtained from a single-cell static

characteristic [41]. The stack output voltage Vst is calculated

as follows

Vst = n (E − vact − vohm − vconc) , (41)

where E is the open circuit voltage, vact, vohm and vconc are

the losses of activation, ohmic and concentration, respectively.

Those losses are strongly linked to the current density and can

be calculated as follows

vact = v0 + va
(

1− e−b1i
)

,

vohm = iRohm, vconc = i

(

b3
i

imax

)b4

,
(42)

where i is the current density, Afc is the active area, v0 is

the voltage drop at zero current density, b3, b4 and imax, va
and b1 are positive constants and Rohm is the fuel cell internal

electrical resistance [33].

The stack voltages obtained from the 4-th order model (40)

and the 9-th order model [6] are shown and compared in Fig.

4. In view of Fig. 4, it can be seen that the output stack voltage

computed from the 4-th order model is very close to that from

the 9-th order model, i.e, with relative error less than 2.5%.

Thus, we can conclude that the performance of the 4-th order

model replicates the dynamics of the 9-th order model with

sufficient precision.

For the simulation purpose, the initial errors of the states are

set at 20% of maximum deviation from the 9-th order model.

The initial values were chosen as

p̂O2
= 0.09 bar, p̂N2

= 0.7 bar,

ω̂cp = 750 RPM, p̂sm = 1.1 bar.
(43)

During the simulation tests, the stack current was varied

between 100 A and 300 A in order to demonstrate the fuel cell

model characteristics, as shown in Fig. 5. A static feed-forward

controller is used to control the compressor voltage so that the

oxygen excess ratio level is close to 2. It can be seen from

the Fig. 5 that a step load increase (i.e. t = 20 sec) causes

a sudden drop in the oxygen excess ratio. The performance

variables (Pnet, λO2
) in Fig. 6 and the states variables (pO2

,

pN2
, ωcp, psm) in Figs. 7 and 8 show that the four states model

matches well with the 9-th order model’s outputs.
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B. Fault scenario

The fault scenario of a sudden air leak in the air supply

manifold is considered, which is simulated with a parameter

increment ∆c16 in the supply manifold outlet flow constant

c16 := ksm,out. This effect is translated into a change in

the outlet air flow in the supply manifold: Wsm,out = (c16 +
∆c16)(x4 − x1) [3], [12], [23]. The fault signal f(t) is given

as

f(t) =











∆c161 × (x4 − x1), if t ∈ [30, 60)

∆c162 × (x4 − x1), if t ∈ [60, 90)

0, else

(44)

in which ∆c161 = 0.2c16 and ∆c162 = 1.0c16.
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Based on the proposed ST SMO, oxygen excess ratio is

estimated via the system outputs (cathode pressure, supply

manifold pressure, output stack voltage), as shown in Fig.

9. It is easy to find that this value decreases at t = 30 sec

and t = 60 sec, respectively. It happens because of the fault

occurrence at that time instant, which results in decrease of the

oxygen flow rate supplied to the cathode. Taking into account

the effect of the fault, the air compressor needs to increase the

air flow supply, in order to ensure the fuel cell’s safe operation.

It should be noted that at time t = 60 sec, the oxygen excess

ratio is less than its critical value (normally 1), which indicates

that the oxygen starvation phenomenon occurs. In this case,

the fuel cell should be shut off immediately to protect the fuel

cell. Based on the equivalent output error injection technique,

this fault signal is reconstructed faithfully as shown in Fig. 10.

It is clear that the proposed scheme is capable of reconstructing

fault signal and state estimation simultaneously in the presence

of load variation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has proposed a robust fault diagnosis method

for the PEM feul cell air-feed system. The residual signals are

generated by comparing the output variables of the fuel cell

air feed system model and its corresponding estimate provided

by observers. The proposed observer design is based on the

modified ST sliding mode algorithm which consists of two

nonlinear terms and two linear terms. This observer is able to

estimate not only the system states but also fault signals, in

the presence of external disturbances. Once the sliding motion

is achieved, the obtained equivalent output error injection was

computed online to reconstruct the possible faults in the sys-

tem. The proposed fault diagnosis approach was successfully

implemented on Matlab/Simulink environment, where sudden

air leak in the air supply manifold is considered as the fault

scenario. We have found that when the magnitude of the fault

signal increases to a certain value, the oxygen excess ratio will

decrease to its critical value, which means that the oxygen

starvation phenomenon occurs inside the fuel fell stack. Thus,

the air flow supplied by the air compressor needs to increase

in order to increase the supply of oxygen flow rate, or even

the FC stack should be shut off immediately.

APPENDIX

b1 =
RTfckca,in

MO2
Vca

xO2,atm

1 + ωatm

, b2 = psat

b3 =
RTfc

Vca

, b4 = MO2

b5 = MN2
, b6 = Mv,ca

b7 =
nRTfc

4FVca

, b8 =
RTfckca,in

MN2
Vca

1− xO2,atm

1 + ωatm

b9 =
kvktηcm

JcpRcm

, b10 =
CpTatm

Jcpηcp

b11 = patm, b12 =
γ − 1

γ

b13 =
ηcmkt

JcpRcm

, b14 =
γRTatm

MaVsm

b15 =
1

ηcp

, b16 = kca,in

xO2,atm

1 + ωatm

b17 =
nMO2

4F
.
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